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The after-theft tracing system for all your possessions

Theft of cars, commercial vehicles and equipment has risen in recent years. That’s why many consumers and companies 
choose to equip their valuable and precious possessions with a security system. But not all security systems turn out to 
be sufficiently adequate for protection against the steadily more professional criminal groups. With the Mi01 Tracer you’re 
absolutely a step ahead of the thieves.

How does the Mi01 Tracer work?

The Mi01 Tracer transmits signals via GSM mobile data, 
RF (Radio Frequency) and GPS. Following a theft and its 
reporting to the tracking service, the tracer transmits a 
signal every hour through the GSM/GPS network, and 
every second via radio frequency. 

These signals are used to accurately trace and recover 
the stolen object.

Certified Kiwa SCM after-theft system

The Mi01 Tracer is a Kiwa SCM TV01 Tracing System this certified 
tracing system is a after-theft system ensuring that a vehicle will 
be found within 24 hours in the Netherlands, in line with the Kiwa 
SCM standard. 

That’s why insurers refer to an after-theft tracing system with this 
security class in their policy terms and conditions. Kiwa SCM is a 
Dutch Institute for Certification of Vehicle Security Systems.

Mi01

With the app and the online platform you can always see where your objects are, in one 
overview. At least once a day the tracer sends a message to our platform and the control centre; 
the location of the tracer is determined from this message. This location is in fact also visible in 
the MiApp which is available for iOS and Android.

Online platform & app 

The Mi01 Tracer is an after-theft tracing system with worldwide coverage. The tracer ensures 
that your object can always be found, whether it’s a car, boat, tractor or work of art. The Mi01 
Tracer is equipped with a range of unique technical features so that the tracer cannot be hacked.

The after-theft tracing system with worldwide coverage!

Worldwide coverage and 24/7 alarm centre

Internal battery with GSM mobile data, Radio Frequency and 360° GPS antenna 

Dutch Certified Kiwa SCM after-theft system
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The compact size and point for mounting on the side allow the Mi01 Tracer to 
be installed out of sight virtually anywhere in a car, commercial vehicle or 
equipment. With the built-in power caps and internal battery the tracer has no 
effect on the existing electronics, and this system can operate entirely 
standalone and wirelessly. The Mi01 tracer system is activated by rotating the unit ten times 180 degrees, which activates the 
battery. You use the supplied activation code to add the tracer to your personal Moving Intelligence account.

Simplicity and user-friendly

Product specifications Mi01

Min. working life (1 position a day) 5 years

GSM, GPS and Radio Frequency a

360° GPS antenna a

Worldwide coverage a

Movement sensor/active alarm a

SOC Alarm centre a

TV01 Dutch Certified - Kiwa SCM a

Visible on online platform and in MiApp a

Internal battery a

Wireless a

Location history a

Dimensions (mm) 145x35x22

Mi01 ADVANTAGES

• Easy to use and install
• Dutch Certified Kiwa SCM after-theft system
• Theft tracking service
• Internal battery
• Connected to alarm centre
• Can be managed online or by app

MOVING INTELLIGENCE

We bring your world on the move under control. This is done with 
hardware that is invisibly built-in and with software that makes 
information visible. We help people manage all things moving: from 
car to scooter, from trailer to container, from boat to work equipment. 
We do this for everyone: multinational or retailer, fleet manager or 
proud owner of a vintage car.


